Two further recently published studies, one British,'2 one American, 3 explore this area in different ways and comparisons help clarify some of the problems, even though the estimates ofrecurrence rates for first seizures by three years are 78% and 29% respectively.
Few epidemiological or prognostic subjects are so bedevilled by selection bias as the estimation of risk of recurrence following a first seizure. Factors that may influence recurrence rates include the case definitions used for ascertainment, diagnostic uncertainty, referral patterns within the population studied, the timing of assessment for inclusion in the study, and the prevalence of a variety of potential risk factors within the population studied.
The National General Practitioner Study of Epilepsy (NGPSE)'2 has attempted to be as comprehensive and sensitive in its case ascertainment as possible. Notifications Clinicians can have considerable difficulty differentiating between pseudo-seizures and epileptic seizures even when such seizures present in status epilepticus.17 The potential for misdiagnosis when clinicians deal with a single event that may be imperfectly described to them is obvious. Another part of the decision making process that remains unclear is whether the early suppression of seizures prevents the development of chronic epilepsy. This has been suggested from circumstantial evidence'8 but answers to this will have to await large randomised studies with long term follow up of patients with first seizures and early epilepsy.
The second practical implication is the current licensing regulations applied by the Department of Transport. Most patients with a cryptogenic single seizure would currently be allowed to drive after 12 months though patients with a single seizure and some identified cerebral pathology such as a stroke will be treated as having epilepsy and barred from driving until they are seizure-free for two years. The NGPSE survey suggests that after a 12 month seizure-free interval following a first seizure the risk of a seizure in the next 12 months may still be in excess of 20%, which is the arbitrary cut-off point that is usually used to determine the suitability of an applicant to hold an ordinary driving licence. This in turn raises the question of whether single seizures deserve different treatment by the licensing authority or indeed by clincians. The NGPSE survey goes a long way to blurring the distinctions between a single seizure and epilepsy, and raises questions about the way in which we use the term. Traditionally a single seizure has not been considered to be epilepsy but it now seems that most single seizures are part of epilepsy though probably one that may be short lasting and characterised by only a few seizures over a relatively short period of time.'9 As a diagnosis of epilepsy is undoubtedly stigmatising,20 Hart et al,12 argue for a new term "pre-epilepsy" that would cover both single seizures and those with infrequent or few seizures who never experience a chronic and disabling epilepsy. Further complicating the issue with such a term, seems unhelpful. As 
